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Fast. Secure. Scalable.
 
Whatever your project, no matter how much data…
Oracle Cloud is your key to producing breakthrough 
results faster.

Apply now.   oracle.com/oracle-for-research

Email:  OracleForResearch_ww@oracle.com
Twitter:  @OracleResearch
Blog:  blogs.oracle.com/oracle-for-research
GitHub:  github.com/OracleForResearch 

With Oracle for  
Research, your grant  
funding goes further
Managing research funding is a 
balancing act. When you work with 
Oracle for Research, you receive free 
access to Oracle Cloud for the duration 
of your accepted project. Your private 
Oracle Cloud tenancy is ready to go  
when you are – no more waiting in 
queues for on-premises technology 
resources – and our nurturing 
community of Oracle experts and  
cloud-using researchers makes getting 
answers to questions fast and easy.

Join Oracle for Research  
today and put the power of 
Oracle Cloud into your hands.  

 

Oracle for  
Research puts  
the power of  
Oracle Cloud  
into your hands

Cloud computing can change how you understand, 
see and use your data.  Across the globe, leading 
researchers join Oracle for Research to unlock the 
power of Oracle Cloud and advance their critical 
work. Whether your research involves computations, 
simulations, or analyses of massive amounts of data, 
using Oracle Cloud can help you move faster and 
understand more. Even better? Oracle doesn’t monetize 
your research data. Ever. With Oracle, your intellectual 
property remains private and secure. 

“Our AI-based mobile app will help diabetic patients and their doctors 
in detecting foot ulcers. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure is speeding up 
the inference time and providing better accuracy in ulcer detection.” 

—Moi Hoon Yap, Reader in Computer Vision, Manchester Metropolitan University, UK

Collaboration  
makes it easy to  
use Oracle Cloud

Many researchers aren’t computer scientists or cloud 
computing experts. Oracle for Research gives you direct 
access to Oracle technical advisors to guide your use  
of Oracle Cloud. Working side by side with Oracle Cloud 
experts helps ensure you and your team use the high 
performance computing, advanced machine learning 
and AI, and autonomous software that optimizes the 
speed and results of your research.
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